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Efficient Implementation of Thermal-aware Scheduler on a Quad-core Processor Xiaojing Yin1, Yongxin Zhu1, Liang Xia1, Jingwei Ye1, Tian Huang1, Yuzhuo Fu1, Meikang Qiu2 1 School of Microelectronics, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China 2 Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY, USA [email protected], [email protected], [email protected], [email protected], [email protected], [email protected], [email protected] temperature which turns out to be a major reason for permanent faults when processors run at high temperature due to high clock frequencies. In these years, a widely used technique called as Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) [3] has been employed to limit peak temperatures through throttling performance when a preset temperature threshold is reached. A typical mechanism of DTM is dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) in hardware, which down-scales the voltage and frequency of the chip to ensure a graceful performance degradation. There are many methods to implement DVFS to reduce power-consumption and decrease processor temperature, such as clock gating [4], body bias [5], and gating level circuit optimization [6]. A large body of work on DVFS has been presented to control temperatures of CPU cores through process migration in these years. The global strategy and the distributed strategy were presented by James Donald [7] to lower the temperature. The global strategy can avert the tough communication problem among cross clock domain to cool all running cores uniformly. The distributed strategy, which has finer granularity, responds more individually to the needs of different applications running on each core while requiring more complex hardware. Some focuses on the leakage power consumption are proposed in [8] which uses the energy-efficient scheduler depending on temperature. Besides on single-core processors, a heuristic scheduling algorithm was presented by Yang et al. in [9], to run the process referring to the precedence and preventing the highest temperature from exceeding the threshold. On the other hand, Almeida et al. in [10] presented a Multi-processor SOC platform which is capable of load balancing at run-time to improve the performance of the system. Musoll et al. in [11] also studied two load balancing schemes to build a power-consumption model on their event-driven simulator to study the scheduler in SMT (Simultaneous Multi-Threading) and CMP (Chip Multiprocessor) to maximize the processor resource. Recently, deep nanometer semiconductor process brings some process variations which produce differences in performance and thermal behavior of multiple cores. Gupta et al. [12] developed a genetic algorithm based on the principles of evolution found in nature for finding an optimal solution and Zhou et al. [13] proposed an operating system (OS) level scheduling algorithm that performs thermal-aware task scheduling on a 3D chip. Furthermore,



Abstract—Due to power wall and slow performance improvement in a single core micro-architecture, multiple even many cores based processors rose as the main stream processor. Nevertheless, thermal threats regarding reliability and lifetime of processors are still among the major concerns which received much attention in terms of algorithms and hardware design to reduce processor temperature and keep application performance in recent years. In this paper, we propose and implement a thermal-aware Round-Robin scheduling algorithm for process migration in the Linux environment on a quad-core processor. Bearing designer's goals in mind, such as performance, load-balancing, and reliability, we managed to achieve much bigger temperature fall than previous results of Round-Robin scheduler on a dual-core processor as well as baseline Linux scheduler on a quad-core processor. Moreover, the performance loss due to scheduling overhead is modest in our approach. Our results indicate that thermal-aware scheduling is a valid approach to tackling thermal issues on multi-core processors. There will be increasing demand for thermal-aware scheduling as the number of cores on a single processor increases.



I.



INTRODUCTION



With the booming development of semiconductor technology and constant innovation of computer architecture, multi-core processors have become state-of-the-art in processor architecture to meet tougher requirements for better performance, faster response, more detailed and higher efficiency. Multiple even many cores emerged as collaborative roles coupled tightly in a single chip to yield better overall performance than the equivalent single-core processors by exploring thread level parallelism. It is believed that more cores will be integrated into a chip in the near future. Meanwhile, multi-core processors is encountering many new challenges, such as interconnect complexity, power consumption, and silicon process yield, among which power management is a major concern from users’ perspective. In the course of ongoing push for higher processor performance, users require higher power consumption which further leads to higher temperature that not only decreases system reliability but also results in additional sub-threshold leakage power consumption [1]. In [2], it is explained that the lifetime of electrical circuits would be reduced by half when their temperature increases by 10-15 degrees Celsius. It is quite necessary to avoid the high 978-0-7695-4600-1/11 $26.00 © 2011 IEEE DOI 10.1109/TrustCom.2011.147
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MPSOC architecture based on FPGA hardware platform to simulate the thermal equilibrium scheduling algorithm referring to [14] and [15] was designed and implemented on process migration to balance the load as well as temperature. A system named Kappa [16] was implemented in Linux. It allows for transparent process migration between paired Linux computers to bridge the gap between high-performance computing and home users. Additionally, some work on solving load balancing problem at the operating system level was proposed to optimize for processes maintaining a massive amount of network connections in [17]. Other than most previous work on thermal-aware process schedulers with implementation on a simulator or using a numeric model, we shall present our thermal-aware thread scheduling experiments to evaluate our OS level scheduler for multiple threads on Intel Core 2 Quad Q8200 processor in this paper. We implemented process migration through Round Robin (RR) scheduling algorithm in the Linux 2.6 kernel which supports multiple cores because process migration is meaningful to research. We think that the main reason is the potentials offered by mobility as well as the attraction to hard problems. Process migration is generally regarded as a smart OS level management module which can improve the thermal conditions on chip and alleviate the pressure of performance loss of both workload latency and throughput. We take some representative benchmarks from SPEC2K to evaluate the implementation of our algorithm on multi-core processors, which demonstrates the efficiency of our experiment on reducing the temperatures of the processors and compensating the lack of thermal management of Linux baseline scheduler. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the principle of some algorithms on process migration especially RR algorithm which we used in our experiment. The details about design of our thermal-aware RR scheduler will be shown in Section 3. Our experiment results will be presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we will analyze the results and then draw a conclusion. II. RELATED SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS Due to continuous research efforts in scheduling, many new algorithms are proposed to take thermal relevant issues into account, e.g. power consumption and core temperature. Among those algorithms, Hottest Task Migration (HTM) is widely considered as an ideal algorithm to be adopted in process migration. As the name of algorithm implies, it migrates the hottest running task to the coolest core. The temperature of cores would be decreased and load balance would be alleviated too as explained in [18]. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that the hottest task is not always running on the hottest core because of the difference of technology process. As the similarity of HTM, Coldest Task Migration (CTM) is also applied to reduce core temperatures through migrating the coolest running task to the hottest core. However, it involves the same limitation that it is difficult to distinguish the heat characteristic of task as HTM has. Hottest CPU Migration (HCM) [19] that



migrates all the tasks on the hottest CPU core to others could rapidly reduce the hottest core temperature. However, the costs brought out should not be ignored since all tasks on the hottest core are migrated away at the same time. This algorithm takes advantage of HTM and CTM in computing the characteristic of tasks while there is also a reduction causing certain resources to heat more quickly. However, the heat generated on a single chip cannot be handled simply through threshold-based migration scheduling such as HTM or CTM. More proactive ways would be efficient to balance the heat among all cores. A practical algorithm used frequently is Round Robin (RR). Though RR appears to be one of the simplest algorithms applied to process migration, it shows the fairness to all tasks through scheduling them cyclically [21]. The goal of this algorithm is to minimize the imbalanced task distribution among cores. Further insights into scheduling algorithms on process migration were presented in [20] to improve load balancing and temperature control. In our experiment, we would like to take RR algorithm as our scheduling algorithm to balance the temperature among quad-cores. In terms of control of core temperatures, it is expected that RR performs better on quad-core or many core processors than dual-core processors. III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION In this section, we discuss the Linux scheduler mechanism and propose our temperature aware scheduling algorithm. A. The Linux Scheduler The Linux scheduler has experienced two major changes since the kernel version 2.6. In Linux 2.4, all CPU cores share one global task runqueue(queue of tasks to run). The scheduler in Linux 2.4 is to pick the task which has the highest priority from runqueue. Since it takes significant CPU time to select tasks in single queue, the scheduler in Linux 2.6 changed scheduling mechanism to multiple priority runqueues. Tasks were selected from the runqueue with the highest priority, which could reduce the selection time. Later in Linux kernel version 2.6.23, a new scheduler called Completely Fair Scheduler is introduced to schedule tasks more fairly. All the Linux schedulers aim to provide a possiblely cheap and fair scheduling algorithm, which usually focuses on system response time and throughput. Temperature distribution of CPU cores is usually ignored in the design of Linux schedulers. Thus, our goal is to add the ability to balance temperature through task scheduling by Linux schedulers. B. Thermal-aware RR Scheduling in Quad-core Processor The RR Algorithm is one of the simplest scheduling algorithms for process in an OS, which assigns time slices to each process for equal portions and circular order without priority. The key implementation of the RR Algorithm is to balance temperature among a group of processors to avoid the peak temperature at each interruption. The tasks in the runqueue of each processor would be re-scheduled when the
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Figure 1. Three-task RR scheduling on a Quad-core Processor



temperature of one of the processor cores exceeds pre-defined threshold. Each task, hot, warm or cool, will have equal chance to dissipate almost the same amount of heat which keeps the temperature on any core not too high as well as the temperature difference among each core not too large. The balanced temperature distribution and reduced peak temperature will be very useful to save the lifetime of processor chip as well as energy cost. In [21], a RR algorithm applied to the process migration between 2 cores plays an important role in tackling thermal aware. With the increased number of cores, more significant and meaningful reduction in processor temperatures is expected. Therefore we focus on RR for process migration among 4 cores in our experiment. A RR scheduler will choose the core that happens to have a thermal violation to trigger scheduling tasks clockwise or counter-clockwise. The process migration is achieved through the pull_task method that is involved in load balancing function in Linux Kernel code. The pull_task method implements to move a task from a remote runqueue to the local runqueue. Considering the case that the task to be migrated is exactly running on the core, the pull_task method cannot be simply called to migrate the task. A flag added into runqueue is set to trigger the context switch when the RR Scheduling algorithm starts. It also allows a special procedure to swap out current task and to swap in idle task on each core before the task being migrated to the other cores. As we all know, only a few active tasks are heavily consuming the resources of cores while the rest running concurrent tasks are almost idle. It is reasonable to assume some cores as being idle state with the ever increasing number of cores. The idle task proposed in our



algorithm dose not waste the system capability presumptuously. Without loss of generality, we focus on the situation of three tasks running on Quad Core in our experiment which is shown in Fig. 1. The procedure of RR scheduling can be regarded as a state machine. With the change of state variables represented as the number of tasks and cores which tasks are running on, the algorithm judges which task to be migrated in different case. The RR scheduling algorithm is initiated when the temperature of any core exceeds the threshold detected by sensors. The sensors are used to measure the temperature information of each core after we patch Linux OS kernel with a CoreTemp module. It is convenient for us to grab the CPU temperature synchronously in user mode. In our design, there are three situations to be taken into account before migration begins. Fig. 1 describes three-tasks thermal-aware RR scheduling on Quad Core. The dark circles in the Fig. 1 denote the core which has a thermal violation compared with other cores at the beginning of process migration. If multiple cores happened to have a thermal violation at the same time, the scheduler would choose the core according to the number of cores in the algorithm. In Fig. 1(a), the temperature of Core 0 where task A running exceeds the threshold first. The clockwise RR scheduling will be executed to migrate the task onto the neighbor core, and reduce the temperature of Core 0. The similar operation is conducted when Core 2 where task C running happens to violate the temperature threshold through counter-clockwise RR scheduling described in Fig. 1(b). However, it cannot reduce the temperature quickly in this scheduling while the task to be migrated is running at
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Figure 2. RR Algorithm for N-Task on a Quad-core Processor



the middle core in the RR scheduling direction described in Fig. 1(c). One more step, which is to migrate the task at the middle core to the opposite idle core, is added in order to convert to the same state as Fig. 1(a) or Fig. 1(b) shows. Then the clockwise or counter-clockwise RR scheduling will take effect. After determining the task to be migrated, we would trigger context switch and then use pull_task function to achieve this operation. The pseudo code of our Thermal-aware RR algorithm is described in Fig. 2. We supposed that Task A is running on the core of whose temperature exceeds the threshold firstly. Since Linux default scheduler assigns a time slice which is a default value, 100ms, to each task, we set a check point at every 20 ms in the OS scheduler tick. Besides, the new migration is allowed to start when the last migration is finished for least 100ms, whose guarantee of interval time reduces the cost brought by frequent migration. Our algorithm is to reduce core temperature as quickly as possible through making the core which has a temperature violation be idle in next clock tick. It is achieved by migrating the tasks according to the relative positions of each core. If the number of tasks is one, we just use RR scheduler to migrate the task in the clockwise direction. If the number of tasks is two, it is the same as the situation above when these two tasks are at the opposite positions. It is slightly complicated when these two tasks are at neighbor positions. The task on the core of which the temperature reaches the threshold is migrated in the clockwise direction if it is ahead of the other, and vice versa. While the number of tasks is three, another case we should



consider is that the task to be migrated is at the middle of three tasks. Neither of the clockwise and counter-clockwise direction to migrate is able to make the core idle. So one more step is added if the core of which the temperature exceeds the threshold happens to be the middle core in the direction, the task on the core will be first migrated to the opposite idle core, and then the RR scheduler takes effect. In short, we regard the tasks on the cores as a linked list which is shifted left or right rotatable in terms of the demand for RR scheduler algorithm. IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS A. Experimenl Setup To make use of the kernel scheduler, we chose Intel Core 2 Quad-core Q8200 processor to implement our algorithms. The experiment environment is Ubuntu 8.04, whose kernel version is Linux 2.6.28.7. We choose 8 SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks in our experiment to evaluate our design. B. Benchmark Classification SPEC CPU2000 is an suite which has set up CPU benchmark search program designed to encourage and recognize achievements of the academic and industrial community in providing and developing application code. We divide these benchmarks into different grades based on the temperature of the core being run on. We use Linux command “taskset” to bind them to a certain core and sample the temperature every 10 seconds after the temperature is not bounced dramatically. Fig. 3 depicts the temperature profiles of the benchmarks we select to test in
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our experiment. According to the sorting shown in Fig. 3, we can classify them into different groups, Hot process, Warm-Hot process, Warm-Cool process and Cool process, which are described in Table I. Moreover, we select the benchmarks in different heat characteristic to combine into different process load for evaluating the scheduler performance. It is difficult for us to evaluate both the performance and time-consumption of our thermal-aware scheduler due to the different characteristic of these benchmarks. So we also combine some tasks for the time measurement according to the temperature and heat characteristic. Table II just shows the combination of tasks which we used in our experiment. Figure 3. Temperature profiles of SPEC2000 benchmarks TABLE I.



C. Experimental Results We implemented our Thermal-aware RR scheduler and Linux build-in scheduler into the Linux kernel whose version is 2.6.28.7 on Intel Core 2 Quad Q8200 and set a flag to trigger each of them for temperature monitoring. Our experiments are studied in the environment where the room temperature is 26 ℃. Each set of data we got is measured at an interval of about half an hour in order to keep them as actual as possible. We not only focus on the temperature balancing but also latency in our experiment. 1) Temperature Balancing: The selected combined tasks would be run cyclically and it is also guaranteed that there are three different benchmarks running on the cores from the beginning of task scheduling. Firstly, we check the initial temperature of each core and set the threshold temperature. In our experiment, the threshold temperature is set to 48℃. The RR algorithm kicks off once one of the cores’ temperature reaches the threshold temperature. The temperature of cores which we observed after scheduling for a certain time is shown in Table III. TS, namely Thermal-aware Scheduler, illustrates that the scheduling is based on our thermal-aware RR algorithm in the table while NO-TS means the Linux build-in scheduling algorithm. It is clearly that the scheduler based on our thermal-aware RR algorithm is better in balancing the temperature of cores than Linux build-in one in Table III. Each temperature measured in TS in any cores is lower than that measured in NO-TS. For example, RR scheduler lowered the temperature on Core 2 by 5℃ in the group of H-Wc-C. Similar result can be seen in other groups as well. Moreover, the temperature of each core is heavily dependent on the original position of tasks based on Linux build-in scheduler. It causes that the temperature gap is considerable. Besides, as we all know, the temperature gap implies the adept of balancing the temperature of each core. The scheduler would be preferred if it has effect on the reducing temperature gap among processors. It illustrates that the thermal-aware RR algorithm scheduler is able to narrow the temperature gap effectively in Table IV. The temperature gap in Linux build-in scheduler is nearly unchanged while it is reduced over a quarter in all combinations of tasks through our RR scheduler. We can know that our thermal-aware scheduler takes more effect than Linux build-in scheduler to reduce the temperature as well as the the average temperature



CLASSIFICATIONS OF TASKS



Benchmark



T(°C)



Thermal Group



mesa



56.21



Cool



bzip2



57.81



gzip



58.36



ammp



59.53



mgrid



61.03



applu



62.29



equake



66.22



swim



67.93



Warm-Cool



Warm-Hot



TABLE II.
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COMBINATIONS OF TASKS



Temperature Balancing H-H-H



swim + equake+applu



H-Wh-Wh



swim + mgrid +ammp



H-Wh-Wc



swim + mgrid + gzip



H-Wc-C



swim + bzip2 + mesa



Wh-Wc-C



mgrid + bzip2 + mesa



Wc-Wc-C



gzip + bzip2 + mesa Latency



H-H-H



swim + swim + swim



Wc-Wc-Wc



gzip + gzip + gzip



C-C-C



mesa + mesa + mesa



1080



TABLE III.



CORE TEMPERATURE EXPECTATION USING VERSUS NOT USING TEMPERATURE-AWARE SCHEDULER



Core0(℃)



Core1(℃)



Core2(℃)



Core3(℃)



Combination of Tasks



TABLE IV.



TS



NO-TS



TS



NO-TS



TS



NO-TS



TS



NO-TS



swim+equake+applu



64.6



66.13



62.17



64.96



68.28



72.65



66.86



70.31



swim + mgrid +ammp



66.15



70.08



64.21



69.53



69.58



78.46



66.75



79.15



swim + mgrid + gzip



69.97



73.25



66.14



72.47



71.93



80.02



68.73



81.48



swim + bzip2 + mesa



67.20



71.25



65.33



70.48



71.02



79.70



67.95



80.15



mgrid + bzip2 + mesa



68.58



69.70



66.23



67.18



71.47



75.05



69.08



77.18



gzip + bzip2 + mesa



68.88



69.60



66.05



69.79



71.68



76.33



68.90



78.48



Combination of Tasks



TS(℃)



NO-TS(℃)



Proportion



swim+equake+applu



5.58



7.69



27.43%



swim+mgrid+ammp



5.37



9.62



44.18%



swim + mgrid + gzip



5.765



9.01



36.90%



swim + bzip2 + mesa



5.69



9.67



41.58%



mgrid + bzip2 +mesa



5.24



10.04



47.80%



gzip + bzip2 + mesa



6.63



8.88



25.34%



TABLE V.



also chose SPEC2000 benchmark to evaluate their design results. The peak temperature (PT) drops after implementing the RR scheduler in their expriment are between 1 to 3 degrees Celsius. Our implementation of RR scheduler on the quad-core processor lowers the temperature by more than 5 degrees Celsius. The result demonstrates intuitively that our scheduler is much more effective in dominating the temperature to improve the reliability and extend lifetime of processors. Besides, as shown in Table III, we find an interesting phenomenon that the highest temperature does not come from the hottest combination task. Instead, the temperature of this hottest combination task is the lowest in all combination tasks. It seems not reasonably to match our common sense. We believe that the reason is complementarity in computing characteristic of each process. The heat different calculation units give out is more than that the same calculation unit running repeatedly gives out while CPU is suffering the high-speed operation. 2) Latency: Consider that the time-consumption is a significant measure in process migration, so we also calculate the workload latency which is impacted by scheduling since it enforces context switch through running the same benchmark on the cores. The value of research on scheduling algorithm would be lowed enormously if the performance loss cannot be ignored because the performance not the temperature is accessible to users. We take three groups which involve the same tasks to run in a certain period of time. The longer it spends on running tasks, the larger the performance loss is. Table VI shows the performance loss of schedulers in our thermal-aware RR algorithm and Linux build-in scheduler algorithm. We can see that the three combinations of tasks are all lost about 10% in time-consumption. Considering that the significance of temperature decrement, it is acceptable for the performance loss while using our scheduler to balance the temperature of cores.



TEMPERATURE GAPS IN DIFFERENT COMBINATION



AVERAGE TEMPERATURE EXPECTATION OF DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS



Combination of Tasks



TS (℃)



NO-TS (℃)



Proportion



swim + equake+applu



65.47



68.48



4.38%



swim + mgrid +ammp



66.67



74.33



10.30%



swim + mgrid + gzip



69.19



76.81



9.92%



swim + bzip2 + mesa



67.87



75.40



9.98%



mgrid + bzip2 + mesa



68.84



72.28



4.76%



gzip + bzip2 + mesa



68.87



73.6



6.4%



TABLE VI.



PERFORMANCE LOSS OF SCHEDULERS



Combination of Tasks



TS(s)



NO-TS(s)



Proportion



mesa + mesa + mesa



903



837



7.88%



gzip + gzip + gzip



481



437



10.01%



swim + swim + swim



554



512



8.2%



expectation shown in Table V. The average temperature in our thermal-aware RR scheduler on Quad-core is generally lower than that in Linux build-in scheduler from5% to 10%. Besides, the effect of reducing temperature is more pronounced than that in [21]which implemented the RR scheduler on a dual-core processor. In [21], the authors



V. CONCLUSION We presented design and implementation of thermal-aware RR scheduler instances on a quad-core
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processor. In our experiments with 8 SPEC2000 benchmarks and their combinations, we demonstrated the efficiency of thermal-aware RR scheduler in balancing the temperature on a physical processor in real time. Other than most previous works on thermal-aware process schedulers with implementation on a simulator or using a numeric model, we implemented our scheduler on a real multi-core processor which is more convincing and valuable for practical applications. The results we obtained show that our scheduler brings up to 47% more temperature falls compared with baseline Linux scheduler while the performance of applications is not compromised much. In addition, compared with temperature drop of 1-3 degrees Celsius by previous implementation of RR on a dual-core processor, our implementation of RR on the quad-core processor brings temperature drop by 5 degrees Celsius to outperform previous implementation with a little performance decreased. We believe that more reduction of e temperature would be observed if our thermal-aware RR Scheduler is extended to apply on many-core processors. We also suggest users and peer researchers to choose proper combinations of benchmarks and reasonable configuration of time slices in our thermal-aware RR scheduler if our experience is adopted in their future work.
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